
Discussion points
 Theory/experiment

◆ cone algorithms: midpoint or JetClu (which to use?)
▲ concrete proposal for improved midpoint algorithm
▲ should corrections for cone be done to the data or to the theory, or

both (correct data for seeds, correct theory for dark towers)?; even
if that means keeping Rsep or something similar

 Benchmark studies: use inclusive jets (including MC@NLO!) and
W + jets (and/or t-tbar) as benchmark processes (common MC
sample for ATLAS and CMS?)
◆ experimental corrections and systematic uncertainties for jet

algorithms (cone and kT) for low luminosity and high luminosity running
▲ corrections to hadron level
▲ corrections to parton level (NLO and LO)

◆ tests of fastjet kT algorithm, including multiple interaction corrections
using ghost particles

◆ can we benchmark sensitivities to UE, multiple interactions, IR effects,
hadronization for the two different algorithms?

◆ can we have contact people/working groups from the two
experiments?



Solution(s)
 Experimental level

◆ run standard (out-of-box)
midpoint algorithm

◆ after first pass, remove
towers clustered into jets

◆ run algorithm again on
remaining towers

◆ merge jet pairs in Region II
on left…or

 Theoretical level
◆ use appropriate Rsep in

theory calculation
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◆much larger corrections already 
performed by experiments

Seeds and sensibility
 To save on computer time,

experiments require seeds for
initiation of jet cone searches
◆ impact on experimental cross

section compared to seedless
algorithm is small

 Seeds have also been used in the
theoretical calculations, but here the
number of potential seeds is small
◆ the requirement for seeds

introduces a dependence on soft
gluon emission

◆ the midpoint algorithm removes
this (logarithmic) dependence to
NNLO, but not for higher orders

 Steve’s suggestion: if you must use
seeds in your experimental algorithm,
correct to seedless level before
comparison to data

EDS
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NLO pdf’s in MC’s

Can we generate samples using NLO pdf’s for ATLAS/CMS? 


